Note on Installation Plan:
Please see your order confirmation for information on the installation of the machine with the
components included in the order, such as coolant cleaning system or other accessories.
The associated valid installation plan of the machine is indicated in the order confirmation.
Usually the valid installation plan is included in the order documents. There you find the installation
layout that INDEX prepared for the machine you ordered.
The advance documentation for the machine type you ordered contains one or more sample
installation plans, each with a matching drip pan sample drawing.

Note on Drip Pan Sample Drawing:
Please note that the indicated drip pan version is shown only for the machine including the chip
conveyor. The placement of peripheral devices such as coolant cleaning system, bar loading
magazine, handling system, cleaning unit, etc. needs to be considered in this drawing and should be
added to the valid installation plan.
Either a larger pan is required or a separate pan should be used for such components.
Please also note that this pan design requires that the machine be raised, and this increased level
needs to be considered when using feeders and external automation facilities.
You should also consider in your pan design the applicable legal regulations at the installation site,
such as Water Resources Act, regional regulations, technical rules for substances harmful to water.
We recommend to have the drip pan manufactured by a certified specialist company according to
applicable local regulations.

Note on INFOSHOP:
To get the full performance potential of your machine, the right equipment plays an almost equally
important role as the machine itself. For this reason, we offer an extensive range of accessories –
exact matches for your machine. You have quick and easy access to the right accessories around the
clock through our Internet portal INFOSHOP -> www.infoshop.index-werke.de
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